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Abstract

In this article, two different strategies are proposed
for numerical field extraction in weakly constrained hand-
written documents. The first extends classical handwrit-
ing recognition methods, while the second is inspired from
approaches usually chosen in the field of information ex-
traction from electronic documents. The models and the
implementation of these two opposed strategies are de-
scribed, and experimental results on a real handwritten
mail database are presented.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, a huge number of both electronic and pa-
per documents, including machine printed and handwrit-
ten documents is daily exchanged between administra-
tions, industries and end users. The automatic process-
ing of these document flows can significantly improve the
end user satisfaction, and therefore has been identified
as the bottleneck of client services dedicated to the in-
coming mail documents analysis. While information ex-
traction has been intensively studied on electronic docu-
ments [BSW99, FM99, Lee97] and machine-printed doc-
uments, few studies have dealt with information extrac-
tion in handwritten documents. We can mention the ex-
traction of particular fields in forms, the extraction of
relevant information on bank checks, such as the legal
amount [HBPB+97], the date [MSBS02] or the signature
[MYHK03].

In this paper, we focus on the extraction of numerical
fields in unconstrained handwritten documents. As op-
posed to the extraction of handwritten numerical fields in
forms, such as bank checks for example, the system can-
not rely on the strongly constrained layout to locate the
fields of interest before their recognition. Consequently,
the system has to manage both the localisation task and

the recognition task. Such problem falls into the general
framework of information extraction, for which shallow
sentence models have been proposed and proved to be
effective, particularly on electronical documents. These
models rely on the modeling of the positive (relevant)
and the negative (irrelevant) information in two different
ways:

• A fine modeling of the relevant information (the
handwritten numerical information in this study).

• A shallow modeling of the irrelevant information
(the remaining of the document: text, graphics, etc.)

Using such a framework, shallow model of the nega-
tive information serves as a model of a rejection class and
therefore does not require a deep modeling of the sentence
using complex language models. Such shallow models
have often been applied within the context of the Message
Understanding Conferences [MUC98] in the nineties, for
example to extract proper nouns [BSW99], document ti-
tle and abstract [FM99], or fact [Lee97] from electronical
documents.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we present
the context of the study (section 2). In section 3, we
analyse the strategies and the models involved by the nu-
merical field extraction and recognition task. Two gen-
eral strategies are retained, and their implementation is
roughly described. In section 4, we present the perfor-
mance of each implementation on a real incoming mail
document database, and compare the two approaches by
means of the recall/precision trade-off, a common mea-
sure for evaluating Information Extraction systems. Con-
clusion and future works are drawn in section 5.

2 Context of the study

The documents treated in this study are the incoming
mails documents, which are daily massively received by
the big organizations. Today, the automatic reading of the



incoming documents is limited to certain kinds of con-
strained documents: mainly forms, bank checks, invoices,
etc. The free-layout handwritten mails (see figure 1) are
still extremely difficult to treat.

Figure 1. Handwritten incoming mail documents.

This is due to the extreme complexity of the automatic
reading task when dealing with free layout, unconstrained
cursive handwriting, and unknown textual content docu-
ments. Indeed, let us remark on figure 1 that there is no
stable document model since the content and the structure
may strongly differ between two documents: the header
may take place at the top or at the bottom of the doc-
ument. Let us also note the various handwriting styles:
cursive, script or mixed, which is to add to the intrinsic
handwriting variability.

Within the framework of the automatic processing of
incoming mail documents, the numerical information con-
stitutes relevant information as they generally contain in-
formation relative to the customer, which allow to deter-
mine its identification (thanks to a telephone number or a
customer code), his kind of contract (customer code) or
its geographical localization (postal code) via a customer
database.

Figure 2. Numerical fields examples: Zip codes, cus-
tomer codes, phone number.

In this paper, we focus on the strictly numerical se-
quences such as Zip codes, customer codes, or phone
number (see figure 2). Hence, the mixed numerical/textual
fields such as date are not considered.

3 Handwritten numerical fields extraction
strategies

In this section, we address the problematic of numeri-
cal field extraction in handwritten documents, and we con-
sider the different strategies to tackle this tough problem.
Then, the problem of information modelisation is dis-
cussed in section 3.1, which leads to two opposed strate-
gies described in section 3.2.

3.1 Information modelisation

While the recognition of handwritten isolated numer-
ical sequences can now be considered as a solved prob-
lem (see the recognition of numerical bank check amounts
[KG97], ZIP codes [LSF04] or dates [MSBS02]), chal-
lenges in building reading systems now consist in dealing
with weakly constrained handwritten documents in which
the location of the numerical information is unknown.
Therefore, following the Sayre’s paradox, the localization
of the entities must be coupled with their recognition to
be reliable. As numerical fields might appear anywhere
in the document, then two strategies can be envisaged to
tackle the problem:

• The first one would consist in building a complete
reading system taking into account numerical infor-
mation as well as textual information.

• The second strategy would consist in building a
shallow reading system dedicated to the detection
and recognition of numerical entities only.

As mentionned in [PS00], the first strategy appears
to be unrealistic at present, considering the state-of-the-
art of off-Line handwriting recognition systems. Indeed,
such strategy would require the use of textual knowledge
(lexical, linguistic knowledge) so as to cope with tex-
tual entities, in addition to the use of sophisticated mod-
els of handwritten numerical information. Besides, such
complex modelisation, even if achievable, would proba-
bly lead to poor performance due to the low performance
of the current recognition systems of unconstrained hand-
written words and sentences. From these considerations,
the second strategy consisting in building a shallow read-
ing system appears to be more realistic and promising.
Such a system dedicated to the extraction and recognition
of a specific subpart of the written message only fall into
the category of the Information Extraction Systems.

Such systems have been intensively studied among the
Message Understanding community [MUC98] for the ex-
traction of relevant textual information in electronic doc-
uments. In opposition, few approaches have considered
Information Extraction systems in handwritten documents
[Koc06, EYGB02]. The general strategy adopted by any
of these systems is based on a text line model or a sen-
tence model, integrating both the relevant information



(key words, street names, proper names, etc), and the non-
relevant information, which is the remaining of the docu-
ment (out-of-lexicon words, street number, non-relevant
words, punctuation, etc). Coupling a precise model of
the expected entities with a coarser model of the non-
relevant information provides a shallow model of the in-
formation dedicated to the extraction task. Then, the opti-
mal information labelling can be obtained by aligning the
model on the data sequence using a dynamical program-
ming scheme. Thus, the shallow model of a line of text
which may contain a numerical field can be represented
on figure 3.

Figure 3. Shallow text line model with potential nu-
merical field.

Such a model allows the extraction of numerical fields,
but raises multiple questions:

How to model the numerical fields?
As opposed to handwritten word modeling, which ex-

ploits lexicon knowledge using lexicon driven recogni-
tion strategies so as to overcome character segmentation
of cursive handwriting, numerical field models cannot ex-
ploit such reliable constraints. However, it is possible
to exploit the known syntax of each kind of numerical
field in order to constraint the solutions. Indeed, digit se-
quences generally obey some syntactical rules depending
on the kind of field considered. The number of digits, the
presence and position of possible separators are generally
known, although uncertain. For example, a french tele-
phone number always consists of ten digits generally gath-
ered by pairs and possibly separated by points or dash (see
figure 2). These syntactical rules concerning the fields are
the only a priori knowledge available for such problem,
and therefore has to be exploited by the numerical fields
models.

How to model nonrelevant information?
The modeling of the non-relevant information is a dif-

ficult problem due to the diversity and the variability of
the non-numerical shapes: textual information (words),
punctuation, noise, digits that do not belong to a field of
interest, symbols, etc. Following Information extraction
strategies proposed in previous studies, and as we do not
aim at recognizing the non-relevant entities, it is possible
to apply a coarse or shallow model of the non relevant en-
tities. For example, the 26 character classes can be gath-
ered together into one single character class; similarly the
10 digit classes can be put together into one single meta

class too. Doing this way, the simplest model of the non
relevant information consists in a single rejection class,
including all the non relevant shapes. This approach has
been used for example by Bikel [BSW99] to model all the
non-relevant information for the proper names extraction
task in electronic texts.

Which processing stage are implied and how to
connect them?

Finally, in addition to the information modeling, the
third question raised concerns the implementation strat-
egy of the models. Traditionally, one of the most diffi-
cult problem when recognizing cursive handwritten infor-
mation is the segmentation of the entities into characters
or digits. Here, the question is to know when (where?)
a segmentation process should take place in the whole
process. Indeed, while segmentation appears necessary
to recognize the relevant information (sequence of dig-
its), its behaviour when applied on the non relevant in-
formation is quite uncertain. Faced to a complex Seg-
mentation/Recognition/Rejection problem, many strate-
gies can be envisaged, all based on the 4 following pro-
cessing stages: (i) Segmentation of handwritten compo-
nents, (ii) Recognition of the numerical components, (iii)
Identification of non-numerical components, (iv) Detec-
tion of numerical fields of interest using syntactical anal-
ysis. Among all the possible strategies, we have partic-
ularly focussed our attention on two important opposed
strategies. Namely a ”recognition-based” strategy and a
”syntax-directed” strategy (see figure 4). We now describe
these two strategies in more details, and for each of them
we also derive the involved models.

3.2 Recognition-basedvs syntax-directed strate-
gies

The most intuitive strategy consists in sequentially ap-
plying the 4 stages in the order in which they are men-
tioned above. This is probably the most natural strategy
for off-Line handwriting recognition. This strategy starts
with a digit segmentation/recognition stage, then the in-
formation of interest is modeled and detected at the final
level of the whole process. A first segmentation stage pro-
vides handwritten elementary components that are poten-
tial handwritten digits. A second stage recognizes the nu-
merical components thanks to a digit classifier. Non nu-
merical components can be detected during a third stage
by analysing the digit classifier outputs. The fourth and
final stage is the localization of the fields that is per-
formed using a syntactical line model fed with the clas-
sification/Rejection hypotheses. In this strategy, the ex-
traction stage is based on the recognition of the numerical
entities to build the relevant numerical fields which verify
the line model syntax. For this reason, one can call this
approach a recognition-based strategy.

The second strategy aims at detecting the numerical



fields at the early stage of the whole process. For this rea-
son it is a syntax-directed strategy. Following this strategy,
the segmentation/recognition stage is applied at the end of
the process, while the rejection of the non relevant entities
is carried out prior to the digit segmentation/recognition
stage by exploiting syntactical properties of the fields of
interest.

Figure 4. General strategies for numerical field ex-
traction.

Figure 4 gives a brief outline of the two strategies.
From this figure, it appears obvious that the two main
processing stage are inverted in these two strategies. In
this work, these two strategies have been implemented in
order to compare them. However, there are many imple-
mentation variations possibilities. Thus, we now briefly
study the various choices related to the strategies imple-
mentation, and discuss in particular the crucial segmenta-
tion problem. For more details concerning the implemen-
tation, please refer to the description of each systems in
the two previous IWFHR [CHP04, CHP06].

3.2.1 First approach implementation

This first extraction strategy is based on a digit recog-
nition method applied to the whole document. This stage
is followed by a discrimination stage between the numeri-
cal and non-numerical components. The field localization
is then performed by the alignment of the digit localiza-
tion/recognition hypotheses on the models which integrate
thea priori knowledge related to the fields.

The central point for the implementation of this strat-
egy is the component segmentation. It can be im-
plemented according to two approaches depending on
whether an explicit or implicit segmentation is considered.
In this work we have implemented an explicit segmenta-
tion strategy that has already been successfully used in
previous work at LITIS laboratory [HBPB+97, Koc06].
Starting from the whole components, a descending seg-
mentation method based on both thedrop fall and the
water reservoiralgorithms is performed (please refer to
[CHP06] for more details). Coupled with a digit recogni-
tion classifier based on neural networks and efficient fea-
ture sets, it provides a strictly numeral 3-level digit seg-
mentation/recognition trellis.

Given this numeral trellis, a rejection stage must also
be considered to reject all the components that are not dig-
its (digit fragments, words, word fragments, punctuation,

noise, etc). This appears to be a very complex task: in-
deed, the Sayre’s paradox becomes the following: it is
necessary to segment to recognize and recognize to seg-
ment, but it is also necessary to recognize to reject and
reject to recognize, segment to reject and to reject to seg-
ment! In this study, the rejection stage is implemented
based on the analysis of the scores of the digit classifier
outputs.

The last stage of the system is the global segmenta-
tion/recognition/rejection decision overall the text lines,
i.e. the filtering of the valid sequences among the com-
plete trellis with respect to the knowna priori constraints.
The a priori knowledge such as the number of digits of
a researched field and the potential position of the sep-
arators are merged into some text line models, for each
kind of fields of interest. This stage has been performed
using our incoming mail document database, where the
position the nature and the value of the numerical field are
labelled. The analysis of these fields has allowed us to
identify the syntactic rules governing these fields. For ex-
ample, a french postal code is made of five digits, which
allow us to build the associated line model: it is made of
an undefined number of reject components, followed by
the five digits, followed again by an undefined number of
reject components. The figure 5 presents the line models
for a telephone number.

Figure 5. Phone number model.

The research of the best recognition path under
the constraints of the models is performed using the
well-known dynamic programming forward algorithm
[Rab90].

3.2.2 Second approach implementation

In opposition to the first approach where the numeri-
cal field localization occurs at the end of the processing
flow, this second strategy aims at performing the numeri-
cal field localization as soon as possible. For that, a two-
stage strategy is proposed :

1) This first stage aims at both extracting the fields
of interest, and rejecting the remainder of the document,
without any digit recognition.

2) The second stage is dedicated to the recognition of
the localised numerical fields. The numerical field local-
isation hypotheses are submitted to a numerical sequence
recognition process inspired from the early works of the
literature such as those originally proposed for ZIP code
recognition or bank checks processing.



The central point of this second strategy lies in a low
level (before recognition) line model. This model has
to integrate the specific syntax of the searched numerical
fields (number of digits, presence and position of separa-
tors) together with a low level description of the handwrit-
ten entites based on the definition of syntactical classes
(textual components, digit components, etc...). This low
level description of the component s has been chosen
segmentation-free. Consequently, a numerical compo-
nent belongs to one the following syntactical classes: D
(Digit), DD (Double Digits), S (Separator). Let us note
that touching digits containing more than two digits could
also be considered, but these components are very rare,
and we did not consider these classes for the current im-
plementation. Concerning the textual components, only
one single generic class, called Reject class, has been con-
sidered so as to describe all the following non-relevant
component: isolated character, fragment of word, word,
diacritic, punctuation mark, symbol. These 4 syntacti-
cal classes allow the definition of a Markovian model that
models the syntactical constraints of the numerical fields.
Thanks to the definition of these 4 low level syntactical
classes, the localization of a numerical field within a text
line is performed by searching for the best low level la-
bel sequence (see figure 6). Once the fields localized, a
numerical field recognizer is applied in order to both de-
termine their numerical value and validate the localisation
hypotheses. Thus, the implementation requires three pro-
cessing stages (see [CHP04] for more details):

Figure 6. Phone number markovian model for a seg-
mentationless strategy.

Syntactical classes discrimination: the 4-class clas-
sifier is built on the same architecture as the digit recog-
nizer of the first approach (combination of two MLP).

Syntactical analysis (numerical field localisation):
this stage achieve the fields extraction thanks to the syn-
tactic analysis of the lines of text. The parser corrects
the potential classification errors of the previous stage
by aligning the recognition hypotheses on the marko-
vian model. This is performed by the Viterbi algorithm
[Rab90].

Numerical field recognition: as the field has been lo-
calized, the recognition can benefit from the syntactical
information provided by the localisation stage. Indeed,
the components of the extracted field has been labelled
as “Digit”, “Separator” or “Double digit”. Therefore, the
recognition stage only has to determine find the numeri-

cal values of the “Digit” and “Double Digit” component.
Thus, this stage is simply based on the digit recognizer
and the descending segmentation of the first approach.

This extraction method is an interesting alternative to
the use of a digit segmentation/recognition applied on the
whole document, since only the extracted fields are sub-
mitted to the recognition stage. The recognition stage
is then reduced to a much more constrained recognition
problem.

4 Results and comparison

The systems are evaluated on a handwritten incoming
mail documents database divided into learning and test
databases (293 documents each). These documents con-
tain ZIP codes, phone numbers, and customer codes with
labeled position and numerical values1. As we propose in-
formation extraction systems for handwritten documents,
the results are presented by means of the recall/precision
trade-off.

As both systems provide then best alignment paths
for each line, a well detected field in ”TOPn” means that
the right recognition hypothesis for a field stands in the
n best propositions of the syntactical analyser. It is obvi-
ous that the largern, the more the recall increases, and the
more the precision decreases. Figure 7 shows the recall-
precision trade-off of both approaches for differentn val-
ues. On can remark that the syntax-directed approach pro-
vides significantly better results that the recognition-based
approach. Indeed, the first approach reach 57% recall in
TOP1 with a 20% precision, whereas the second is be-
neath 50% recall with a lower precision rate. As these re-
sults are multiobjectives, one can say that all the trade-off
of the first approach are dominated by those of the second
method.

The main reason to explain these results is that the in-
tensive and systematic segmentation of the first approach
yields too much propositions with too few contraints. to
filter the numerous hypotheses. In particular, the segmen-
tation of textual components often produces entities which
shapes are very similar to digits as ’0’ or ’1’. When the
global decision has to be taken overall the line, the num-
ber of hypotheses is so important that errors often occur.
On the contrary, the second approach limits the number
of hypotheses thanks to the syntactical classification. Fi-
nally, one can say that the digit recognition yield potential
errors and does not serve the localization process.

5 Conclusion

In this article, two opposed strategies have been pro-
posed for the extraction of numerical field extraction in
handwritten documents. The two strategies have been

1As this database contains private information, it is unfortunately un-
available for public diffusion.



Figure 7. Recall-precision trade-off of both ap-
proaches.

implemented, leading to two generic and industrialisable
systems. Indeed, the strategies can be applied on any kind
of numerical fields provoded that the syntax is constrained
enough. They also can be applied on any document writ-
ten on any language.

In the following of our work, the syntax-directed
method will be exploited and improved. The main evo-
lution will be the combination of of this work with the
keyword spotting system developped by Koch [Koc06].
Although numerous questions and technical problems are
still open (segmentation and recognition of both numerical
and textual components, conception of efficient models),
this should make the system more reliable.
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